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Abstract: This study considers the meaning and location of the "power" of sports from two 
perspectives. One is characteristics inherent in the culture itself of sports, and the other is a tense 
relationship between sports and society. And when considering this point, it is meaningful to 
criticize Tomio Maruyama's sports theory and to succeed it.
According to this problem consciousness, in this paper I considered as follows.
Firstly, the problem of combining idealism and policy theory in Maruyama's sports theory was 
pointed out.
Secondly, the location of modernity and freedom in sports was reconsidered.
Thirdly, liberty and rights issues in sports became clear.
Fourth, I deal with the possibility of public formation through play as "spiral movement" 
Maruyama indicated.
"Spiral movement" of sports is not just returned inside each individual, In principle it calls for a 
connection with "others". Therefore, private personalities can be organically connected to public 
ones while securing personal pleasure.
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後，1977 年 12 月に本学に着任して以来，約 40
年間の長きに亘り（1990 年 4 月に教授昇任），
大学および大学院での研究・教育活動はもとよ
り，大学院研究科長（2008 年 4 月 -2014 年 3 月）
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